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there have been some porting challenges: a bug in mdb tools caused early
versions of mdb tools for access 2007 to be inoperable. mdb tools version.05 for
access 2016 does not have the same issue, but the bugs in previous versions of
mdb tools might have been rectified by the time mdb tools for access 2016 was

made available, though it seems that many years might have elapsed. (see
related links for mdb tools.) as of access 2013, microsoft removed the mdb tools

programming features—which are available in previous versions of mdb tools.
mdb tools for access 2016 does not have these features and is not backward-

compatible with earlier versions of access. historically, people have taken
advantage of the mdb file format to create data that could then be shared. if the
data can be accessed with any mdb interface—including access, file gdb, ole db,

and odbc—you can update data or reuse data. imagine, for example, the
possibilities of a database containing historical financial data, which is maintained
in an mdb file, alongside a table of agriculture data, which is maintained in a file

geodatabase file. one or both the data types might be updated from time to time.
then one might be able to merge the two data sets by selecting either the mdb

file or the file gdb and feeding it to a merged data table. see find out more about
using relational files in arcgis. if only one database is involved, one might access
the table in the file gdb with any of the multiple access interfaces. for example,
one could update a table in an.mdb file with data in an.mdx file using the query
builder or the data input tools (idt), and one could update a table in an.mdx file

with data in an.mdb file using mdbtools for arcgis.
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related materials: the developer’s guide for microsoft office 2004, the office team
(2004-2017), reports that the last upgrade of microsoft access was 2003. the
developer’s guide for microsoft office 2007, the office team (2007-2017), says

that “vba scripting remains the only way to change the functionality of access”.
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the developer’s guide for microsoft office 2010, the office team (2010-2017), says
that “the accdb file format is new, and the ace engine and powerbuilder scripts

have been deprecated”. this means that, as of the time of writing, access 2003 is
considered obsolete, although microsoft has not formally announced that this is

the case. if you want to move from access 2002 or 2003 to 2005, you need
access 2004 or above. see the office team (2004-2017) as well as the office team
(2007-2017) for more information. (see note below.) this article does not discuss

the future of the access file format. what's new in access 2007 : starting with
access 2007, microsoft access included an automatically managed file format

(.accdb). this version of the file format is intended to replace the old mdb format
and to prevent its use or the use of earlier versions of access. users of earlier

versions of access could use the access office compatibility pack (accp) to allow
for the older file format to be used in access 2007. users must use accp when the

user profile is created, or other customizations are made. in addition, accp
software requirements are also required. users are strongly urged to convert their

existing databases from an mdb file format to an accdb format. 5ec8ef588b
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